
The Complete Fleet Safety Solution to  
Streamline Operations, Simplify Driver Coaching  
and Protect Your Riders, Employees and Assets

LILEE SafeRide
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1. Increased insurance premiums: An 
accident can make vehicle insurance rates 
skyrocket for three to five years on average, 
regardless of location or insurance provider. 
The increase will become an extra heavy 
burden on top of your existing operating cost 
and affect your bottom line.

3. Reputation damage: It only takes one 
bus accident to put a public transit agency’s 
credibility on the line because everyday 
there are so many people who rely on public 
transportation to access work, school and 
other essential services. The lack of public 
confidence can impact ridership, and declined 
ridership means transit authorities lost a 
major source of revenue for operating costs. 

Bus Accidents Are More Expensive Than You Think
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Road accidents can result in expensive property damage and serious physical injuries. Accidents 
involving buses and shuttles are particularly expensive. Besides the obvious costs for vehicle repair and 
administrative costs. The true cost of accidents goes far beyond just that. Here are some other major yet 
hidden costs that can lead to long-term negative impact on your business:

2. Legal expenses: There has been a steady 
rise in multimillion-dollar lawsuits involving 
fleet collisions. It is also extremely time 
consuming and can distract your day-to-day 
operations. Just one out-of-control nuclear 
verdict can critically damage a business and 
even force it to shut down.

4. Lost productivity and opportunities: 
After an accident, the unanticipated downtime 
from vehicle repair and time spent on 
managing the repairs can jeopardize your fleet 
productivity. Canceled services and unhappy 
riders also result in revenue losses. You may 
even miss out on new business opportunities 
because of resource shortage and bad 
reputation.
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After knowing the huge financial and reputation impact that accidents can bring to your organization, 
what can you do to reduce accidents as an operator? Here are three approaches enabled by the latest 
technologies that can help you maximize safety and protect riders, drivers and assets:

1. Real-time supervision

 The team in the operations control center (OCC) can have a comprehensive live map and camera views 
of the entire fleet on the road, monitoring vehicle location and health and providing the information to 
the customer service team to reply to passengers waiting for their ride. If a unsafe driving behavior or 
check engine light is detected, an alert will be sent to the assigned person to take a corrective action 
accordingly and immediately. 

2. Coaching tools to continuously improve driver safety

 Safety managers and coaches can both watch video clips of driver behaviors and arrange coaching 
sessions on a regular basis. Coaches can use video recordings as training materials to improve driver 
performance and accountability. While in-vehicle cameras are often perceived negatively by drivers, 
providing continuous coaching and open communication can show your drivers that running a safe 
fleet is a team effort, and a positive safety culture also protects them and increase job security.

3. Video evidence to defend your insurance claims

 While fleet monitoring and driver coaching can reduce accidents resulting from human error, there are 
still other factors such as falling objects and faulty traffic signs that can cause an accident. You may 
even find out you are the victim of a staged accident. Being able to prove the true cause of an accident 
is critical to exonerate your drivers from false claims and prevent insurance rates from rising steeply. 
Implementing a cloud-managed fleet safety system allows you to easily and quickly retrieve video 
and telematic data and present video evidence to support investigations for liability defense and risk 
mitigation.

3 Approaches to Increase Safety and Protect Your Business
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At LILEE Systems, we fully understand the key challenges leaders in transportation are facing. That is 
why we developed the LILEE SafeRide solution to offer all the necessary tools to help you establish and 
maintain a company-wide culture of safety and reduce costs associated with unsafe driving behaviors, 
vehicle issues and fraudulent insurance claims. LILEE SafeRide is the complete fleet safety solution for 
every operator who believes proactive fleet management and risk control best practices can make a real 
difference.

LILEE SafeRide – The Complete Solution for Fleet Safety

FEATURES & BENEFITS

1. Vehicle tracking in real time

• The LILEE SafeRide dashboard shows you the overview 
of live fleet activities and all the vehicles on the map

• Instantly know how your driver drives on the road by 
monitoring real-time speed, RPM and other common 
vehicle data and effectively track vehicle location, 
movement and circumstances in one place

2. See what your drivers see

• The LILEE SafeRide dashboard also shows you the real-
time road and traffic conditions in front of the vehicle 
with the live camera view

• Ensure smooth, efficient and safe fleet operations and 
initiate a timely incident response by always knowing 
what is happening on the road

3. Event detection and alerts

• Get notified immediately by email or SMS of events 
that could affect safety and efficiency, such as 
speeding, hard braking, excessive idling, check engine 
light, and an alert triggered by the driver button 

• Flexible configurations on who gets notified and for 
which risky events, so your important events always 
get handled by the right person
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4. Event video playback with telematics

• LILEE SafeRide supports up to 8 cameras per vehicle 
to meet your monitoring needs, and when a risky 
event occurs, a 30-second video clip is automatically 
captured and uploaded to the cloud for your review 

• Watch videos from all the cameras on the vehicle 
simultaneously along with vehicle location and 
telematic data to get a full picture of what happened 
with your driver, on the road and in the cabin

5. Video recordings for post-event analysis 

• Videos can be quickly and easily retrieved from the 
vehicle, securely stored in the cloud for up to 3 years, 
and can be viewed and downloaded even when the 
vehicle is remote and offline

• Download and view up to 60 minutes per video for 
video-based condition assessments and as a vital piece 
of video evidence for insurance claim investigations

6. Driver safety score and safety profile

• Safety managers and coaches can view the detailed 
record of all of their drivers to learn about each driver’s 
safety score, driving behaviors that affect safety, and 
the associated event videos 

• Gain valuable insight into driver behavior trends, 
identify drivers with safety concerns, and conduct 
training sessions to improve performance and safety

7. Driver coaching

• Safety managers and coaches can use tools to conduct 
coaching and evaluate the effectiveness of both the 
coach and the driver for continuous improvements

• Coaches can use driver behavior videos to personalize 
coaching programs and add comments to show 
progress to the driver’s manager and provide 
recognition to motivate drivers
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8. Fleet safety and risk report

• Compare safety and risk reports across the entire 
organization to see which fleet is at higher risk due to 
a higher number of unsafe records and what types of 
risk behavior occurred the most

• By quickly identifying the most concerning fleet or 
driver in the company, a performance improvement 
plan can be rolled out timely to prevent further impact 
on fleet safety and corporate image

9. Seamless integration with your existing systems

• LILEE SafeRide provides several types of public APIs 
(Application Programming Interface) for you to easily 
connect and integrate the captured data into your 
existing system or third-party applications

• Streamline operations by utilizing telematic data to 
generate a work order for maintenance and video clips 
to support a customer complaint case in a CRM system

10. Full visibility with OCC

• The management team can have full visiblity of fleet 
operations in the OCC that displays real-time vehicle 
and road conditions and lists of safety events provided 
by LILEE SafeRide

• The NASA-like environment is the hub of information 
and communication for you to manage your fleets 
more efficiently

11. Next: electric fleet support

• EV fleets are the future and LILEE SafeRide will provide 
EV-specific solutions to help optimize your EV fleet 
operations

• Manage EV fleets with confidence by gaining full 
visibility into important EV data such as battery level, 
energy consumption, battery health, and information 
about nearby charge stations
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Besides the LILEE SafeRide features above, LILEE Systems 
is establishing ecosystem partner program to expand our 
current solution offerings to optimize fleet safety and 
efficiency.

Driver mobile app and vehicle display unit

LILEE SafeRide will provide the same monitoring, warning and reporting 
functionality in a driver mobile app and our ecosystem partner’s onboard 
display unit, which can used to facilitate communication between drivers 
and the OCC team, assign the scheduled trip and right vehicle to the driver, 
and enable remote coaching sessions when in-person coaching is not an 
option.

CV-based event detection and labeling

Besides risk behaviors that are triggered and captured by accelerometer 
or gyroscope sensors, LILEE SafeRide will also utilize AI-enabled computer 
vision capabilities to automatically detect and label risky driving behaviors 
such as distracted driving and running through a red light. Timely alerts 
will be provided to the driver and OCC team to ensure that the operator 
doesn’t miss an important event. LILEE works with ecosystem partners to 
continuously categorize the events to enhance our AI capability.

Dispatch management

LILEE SafeRide will integrate a dispatching system to manage fleet 
schedule. For customers with on-demand requirements, dynamic vehicle 
re-assignment and nearby vehicle discovery will be provided by our 
ecosystem partners. LILEE SafeRide will provide API for our fleet customers 
to review a completed trip and track a scheduled trip. By integrating 
a visualized dispatch management system, our customer has a single 
source of truth for vehicle location, dispatching, driver/rider interaction 
monitoring, driver coaching, vehicle health monitoring, etc. Operators can 
provide accurate arrival time to riders to improve customer satisfaction.

8
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1. LILEE SafeRide application

This is the heart of the solution that provides 
live views, event videos, telematic data, video 
recordings, driver score and performance 
reports and driver coaching tools. Users 
can customize the dashboard to display 
the widgets and information that are most 
relevant to them. Configurations of alerts 
and notifications are also available to ensure 
the important messages are always delivered 
to the right person.

2. LILEE T-Cloud

This web-based management platform is 
a one-stop-shop for the fleet management 
team to dive in the LILEE SafeRide application 
for video-based monitoring and coaching. 
It also allows maintenance and IT teams 
to view application status and conduct 
remote configuration, management and 
troubleshooting of onboard gateways.

3. Onboard gateway

The hardware installed onboard offers connectivity, computing power, storage and a collection of 
software. As an essential component of the LILEE SafeRide solution, it is the central controller for video 
recording, data collection, processing and transfer, location information and other connected vehicle 
applications. It also includes the latest GPU technology to enable AI and computer vision applications.

4. Camera systems

Standard deployment includes 3 cameras for monitoring traffic and road conditions as well as driver 
behavior and cabin activities. The HDR cameras can ensure image and video quality even in challenging 
environments like excessive variations in lighting levels when entering and exiting a tunnel. The LILEE 
SafeRide solution can support up to 8 cameras to meet each customer or each fleet’s specific business 
requirement.

Solution Elements

2. LILEE T-Cloud

Video 
Monitoring

Telematic
Data

3. Onboard Gateway 4. Cameras Systems

Driver 
Coaching

Cellular & Wi-Fi Connectivity

1. LILEE SafeRide Application

SOLUTION ELEMENTS
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All Aboard America

In 2019, LILEE Systems was chosen by All Aboard America! Holdings (AAAHI) to install the LILEE SafeRide 
solution onto their fleet of motorcoaches. What attracted the fourth largest private motorcoach operator 
in the U.S. and their subsidiary companies, Hotard and Sun Diego, was LILEE’s ability to integrate safety 
and passenger Wi-Fi applications into one platform to improve safety and passenger experience. 
Video-based fleet management tools were provided to protect their business against false insurance 
claims. The integrated solution was deployed on 45 vehicles, 8 cameras per vehicle, to generate 
significant savings in litigation costs and insurance premiums.

Access Services

Being one of the largest ADA (American with Disability Act) paratransit operators, Access Services 
provides coordinated, shared-ride paratransit services in the Los Angeles County and the surrounding 
counties. The public agency worked with LILEE Systems to equip their vehicles with the LILEE SafeRide 
solution that provides full visibility into fleet operations, vehicle telematics and driver behavior on 
the road. On the occasion of accidents, it helped safety managers to retrieve historical videos to see if 
the driver was at fault or if it was due to other road emergencies. When there was vehicle malfunction, 
an alert was sent to the back office so that they knew when to bring the vehicle back to yard for 
maintenance, which prevented operating cost waste and more serious safety issues.

WeDriveU

LILEE Systems was select by WeDriveU, the leader in corporate transportation, to provide enterprise-
grade, fully-managed passenger Wi-Fi services to Silicon Valley companies to increase employee 
productivity. Market research conducted by WeDriveU and its corporate customers proved the total 
solution, including centralized fleet and network monitoring and quick customer support for riders and 
drivers, resulted in higher overall satisfaction than basic unmanaged Wi-Fi equipment. The solution was 
deployed in 2016 and soon won SmartTransit’s “Project of the Year” Innovation Award” for improving 
productivity for corporate commuters with superior onboard Wi-Fi.

Customer Stories 
Proven Intelligent Transportation Solutions from LILEE Systems 
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

With real-time supervision, effective driver 
coaching, and video evidence to defend insurance 
claims, LILEE SafeRide can help you realize 
many long-term benefits of fleet safety:

1.    Keep your insurance rate reasonable

2.    Improve rider and driver safety 

3.    Lower costs of vehicle maintenance

4.    Increase rider satisfaction and loyalty

5.    Increase brand and service reputation



LILEE Systems was founded in 2009 by industry leaders in the transportation industry using advanced 
communication technology to enhance operational safety for railroads and bus operators. With years of 
experience of working with North American Class I freight railroads and Northeast Corridor passenger 
rail to successfully complete Positive Train Control (PTC) implementations, LILEE Systems is now the 
trusted technology partner for rail safety globally. 

Today, LILEE Systems is also the pioneer of Autonomous Rapid Transit solutions and has allied with 
ecosystem partners and transit authorities to develop self-driving buses and shuttles in both United 
States and Asia.

LILEE Systems has expertise in delivering mission-critical command and control solutions with integrated 
operations control center (OCC) software for public and private transportation service providers. Our 
solutions are designed to help our customers increase safety, improve efficiency and reduce operating 
costs.

Email info@lileesystems.com or visit www.lileesystems.com to connect with us and discuss smart ways 
to protect your riders, drivers and assets.

About LILEE Systems

91 East Tasman Drive, Suite 150 
San Jose, CA 95134

United States


